Abstract
Introduction
The introduction of MEMS based IMU dramatically reduced the size of the sensory set to chip size along with decrease in cost and power utilization. Still in developing phase with inherited noise issues, MEMS IMU consisting of mutually orthogonal triad of gyroscopes and triad of accelerometers provides a complete solution for applications of orientation estimation [16] .
Orientation and attitude estimation is extensively researched area over decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The Applications of attitude estimation are wide and include aerial (UAV), land moving (robot) and submersed/underwater (UUV/ROV) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Generally, two categories of sensors are used; internal also known as dead reckoning (for example IMU) and external; sometimes known as aided (for example GPS). Theoretically, single integration of the accelerometer data produces velocity and double integration provides position estimation. However, in actual practice this is not valid due to the non-linearity, biases and noise present in the stand alone INS, [6] . Dead reckoning sensors accumulate errors with the passage of time whereas external sensors provide output at low frequency resulting in need for aided-INS system so that the two sensory systems are fused to provide accurate estimations [5, 6] . GPS, Depth and heading sensors, APS, DVL etc. are examples of aided sensors employed to compensate errors in position and attitude estimation of internal sensors. Kalman filtering based estimation techniques are usually employed in this regard and are considered a de-facto standard. GPS aided INS, APS aided INS, Vision based INS, LVS aided IMU and DVL aided IMU are some proven algorithms for aerial, robotics and underwater applications using Kalman filter [6] - [13] .
As mentioned, usually Kalman based algorithms are employed to fuse all the installed sensors measurements [10] . The problem associated with Kalman based algorithms is the demand for the computational complexity which may be computationally expensive for some applications [15] . Particle filter employed in this regard is another example which is even more demanding in computationally complexity perspective [15, 17] . The fuzzy logic based technique has been devised to deal with the attitude estimation problem with relatively less computational burden but applications are limited [22] . In recent years, the extensive search for simple and sufficiently effective filtering techniques resulted in development of both linear and non-linear constant gain based complimentary algorithms. Complementary filters employ low frequency estimation based on accelerometers measurements and high frequency estimation based on gyroscopes measurements and then fuse them together [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The explicit complementary algorithm (ECA) and gradient descent based complementary algorithms (GDCA) are the recently developed and successfully implemented techniques which have been proven to tender efficient performance requiring little computational cost. Both algorithms make use of quaternion representation for orientation estimation based on IMU measurements. This paper presents comparative analysis of ECA and GDCA based on MEMS IMU measurements for different scenarios.
The paper is organized in five sections followed by conclusion. Section II provides an overview regarding orientation problem. Section III presents the general understanding of the explicit and gradient descent based complementary algorithms. Section IV provides comparative analysis of the two techniques based on Matlab simulation data. Section V presents the same using MEMS based IMU data; discussion and comparative analysis part followed by the conclusion.
MEMS IMU Modeling
For position and attitude estimation problem, usually the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and yaw) representation is employed. However, error in roll and yaw estimations occur as soon as pitch reaches 90°. This is called gimbal lock. To avoid this situation, quaternion based solution is preferred which is easily interchangeable to Euler angles. Regarding orientation and attitude problem, two frames of reference are used; the term body frame or sensor reference is referred to the measurement taken by the sensor directly whereas earth reference or inertial frame means North-East-Down (NED). Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is a chip size unit comprised of triad of accelerometers and gyros. MEMS based IMU's gyroscopes and accelerometers can be modeled as follows:
is gyroscope reading in body coordinates, () t  is actual angular velocity, is the gyroscope bias and is the associated noise in the gyroscope measurements.
MEMS IMU Accelerometer Model
In theory, accelerometer measures acceleration only. In actual case, however, accelerometer measures the instantaneous linear acceleration along with the gravitational acceleration field with some added bias and noise which can be modeled as:
Here, v represents instantaneous linear acceleration g is for gravitational acceleration, () a st and () a ntshow accelerometer bias and noise respectively.
Attitude Estimation Algorithms
Orientation and attitude estimation based on low frequency accelerometer measurements are highly reliable where as estimation based on high frequency gyroscope are accurate. This fact is exploited by complementary algorithms. The two recently developed attitude estimators in focus are detailed below
Explicit Complementary Algorithm (ECA)
Algorithms based on complementary filtering combine accelerometer and gyroscope measurements for orientation estimation in a way so that estimation based on accelerometer measurements are low passed where as high-pass filtering is applied on estimation based on gyroscope output [15] . Explicit complementary algorithm is a nonlinear fixed gain complementary filter employing quaternion. ECA algorithm in quaternion form combines inertial direction measurement ( v , provided by accelerometers) and angular velocity ( b  , measured from gyroscopes). The filter is equipped with two adjustable parameters like proportional ( p K ) and Integral gain ( I K ) for fine tuning. Further Details of the algorithm can be found in [20] .
The algorithm can be summarized as following:
The algorithm can be summarized as following: 1 
Gradient Descent Complementary Algorithm (GDCA)
GDCA is also nonlinear complementary filtering scheme with single adjustable parameter β. IMU tri-gyroscopes measuring angular rate can be shown as:
The rate of change of angular rate in quaternion representation can be represented as:
For orientation estimation, accelerometer measurement is used to debias estimation based on gyroscope data. Orientation estimation is performed using equation (8) and (one step) previous estimation in quaternion as below [16] : 
Here, 
The terms are explained in the following stepwise detailed algorithm: 1 
Simulation Results
In this paper unaided INS is considered for comparative analysis, so only roll and pitch are observable. For simulation, Matlab environment was used for known orientations with respect to time in terms of roll and pitch Euler angles. Following equations were used to generate simulated data for MEMS IMU's tri -accelerometers 
Here,  ,  represent roll and pitch angle respectively in radians, R represents accelerometer data in three dimensions.
As the two complementary algorithms are equipped with adjustable filter gains, so the first issue is to select appropriate fixed filter gain values (tunable parameters, K p , K i for ECA and β for GDCA). For tunable parameters, K p , K i (proportional and integral gain respectively) for ECA, usually the values are well below unity such that the value of K p is selected 10 to 100 times that of K i whereas the value of K i is as low as 0.002 [20] . For GDCA, the appropriate value of fixed gain β is in the range 0.03 to 0.05 [16] . For a system under high dynamics, the fixed gain may be made dynamic for high accuracy. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
Experiments were conducted using MEMS based IMU; MPU-6050 IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) at sampling frequency of 100 Hz; STM32 as interface to CPU. As only comparison of the two complementary algorithms (ECA & GDCA) was intended, hence IMU was tilted around X and Y axis with hand. Also as only IMU measurements were processed without any aided sensor, so only roll and pitch estimations were used for comparative analysis. The adjustable parameters (filter gains) were kept fixed and same as in previous section (For ECA, filter gain values K p =0.3 (proportional gain) and K i =0.02 (integral gain) whereas β =0.05 was chosen for GDCA).
First the IMU was kept at stand still for 50 second, tilted for a roll angle in the proximity of 30 degrees, for 80 seconds and then back to original position for next 50 seconds. Same was repeated in the opposite direction for a little short duration. The
International Journal of Signal Processing, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition Vol. 8, No. 2 (2015) 320 Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC data thus generated from IMU was then processed through both algorithms (ECA and GDCA) in Matlab and again identical results were achieved as shown in Figure 4 , 5. It can be noted that both algorithms are in close proximity; ECA estimation being a bit more steady. Figure 4 (c) depicts the difference between the estimation by the two algorithms. It is evident that in steady state, the estimations from both algorithms lie within a limit of +0.5 degrees. A similar approach was repeated for pitch and the result is shown in Figure 5 . The two lines are hardly distinguishable, again strengthening the assumption that both algorithms closely follow each other by tuning the adjustable parameters. Again estimation from ECA seems more steady as compared to those from GDCA (Figure 4 (b) ) and also the close proximity argument is strengthen by Figure 5 For comparing the computational burden, execution time of the two algorithms was analyzed. Table 1 shows the results of the execution time required for the two algorithms in term of unit time (time required for GDCA algorithm to execute). From this point of view, the two algorithms computational simplicity is fairly the same. 
Conclusion
A comparative analysis was presented in this paper for the orientation problem using different approaches. Kalman filter and particle filter are considered the benchmark for position and attitude estimation, however, the associated computation burden in some circumstances are undesirable. Complementary filters are ideal in such situation. Both ECA and GDCA are effective and novel approaches in this regard. With the power of adjustable gain, these techniques find places in most of the real world applications. The evaluation of these filter results in identical outcome, however, ECA has a bit edge over GDCA partly because of higher accuracy and partly because of the two adjustable gains resulting in extra choices. Moreover, ECA is less sensitive to variation in filter gain in comparison with GDCA. Also, the computational complexity of the two algorithms is almost identical. Both techniques can be efficiently used in aided-INS system where less computation burden is of prime importance.
